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Abstract. Overall equipment effectiveness (OEE) is a common performance measure used in manufacturing industry to identify and prioritize losses to perform improvement work on in order to increase the effectiveness of equipment. There exist challenges though, both in implementing OEE as well as in running an OEE-program. Some of these challenges include lack of training and awareness, lack of focus, risk of misunderstanding the measure etc. This paper will deal with some of the possible misconceptions within the use of OEE that might arise during implementation or in continuously running an OEE-program. Some of the topics of misconceptions that will be discussed include: no financial issues are taken into consideration; that the factors of availability; performance and quality are not weighted; the connection to productivity is not always clear; the importance of cross-functionality of the measurement and work method; the issue of comparison of OEE results; and last but not least the view on and hunt for world class levels. The paper will discuss these (and some additional ones) theoretically and suggest some counter-actions so that they may be avoided.
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Introduction

Overall equipment effectiveness (OEE) is a commonly used performance measure in identifying and measuring losses to be reduced through improvement work in order to increase the effectiveness of equipment [1]. OEE, as a measure, is combining three measures in multiplying the factors of availability, performance, and quality. The result is a percentage value between 0 and 100% where 100 is perfect production with no disturbances or quality flaws performed in ideal cycle times.

To a large extent, the existing literature on OEE deal with the technical and methodological aspects of the measurement and work method, whereas less has been published on the challenges of implementing OEE [2]. However, researchers such as Sohal et al. [2], Ferko and Žnidaršič [3], and Binti Aminuddin et al. [4] through case studies and larger surveys have investigated some of the issues that might arise when implementing OEE and in running an OEE program. These include lack of management commitment and engagement, lack of training and awareness, lack of focus, and risk of misunderstanding the measure etc. Also, researchers such as Badiger et al. [5] and Cheah
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et al. [6] have pointed out that there is a lack of systematic approaches/frameworks to support and guide implementation efforts of OEE. Further, due to various reasons, OEE as a measure has been modified and developed to better fit contextualized situations and to expand in usability. For instance, Muchiri and Pintelon [7] explore several modifications that have taken its form in, for instance, total equipment effectiveness performance, production equipment effectiveness, overall factory effectiveness, and overall throughput effectiveness. Therefore, if a company is still using OEE according to the original definition, it is important to be aware of some shortcomings of the performance measure and the possible misconceptions it may lead to in order to avoid mistakes when implementing or in running an OEE program.

The purpose of this paper is to (from an industrial perspective) exemplify some misconceptions within the use of overall equipment effectiveness as a measurement and work method and to theoretically discuss these. The goal of the paper is to list and discuss counter-actions for these misconceptions so that they may be avoided by companies embarking on implementing OEE or improving its OEE processes. In the paper, we will, through industrial experience, exemplify misconceptions within the use of OEE, these have been structured and theoretically discussed.

We, the authors, have between us, roughly 80 years of experience in working within manufacturing industries, spread over departments like maintenance, production, and manufacturing engineering. All authors have worked with performance measures (OEE included) and improvement work in general. The misconceptions that will be brought-up in the paper will be accompanied by situations or issues that, over the years, have been witnessed in an industrial context by the authors. The situations and issues have, by the authors, been turned into quotes to serve as examples of misconceptions. The quotes are as such not real quotes made by persons, but made-up as a way of visualizing and exemplifying misconceptions within the use of OEE. These situations/issues and quotes have, by the authors, been discussed. The discussion has, for example, included why the situations/issues has originated and what to do to possibly reduce the risk for them to happen. The discussions, in turn, gave rise to the idea that the situations/issues might have already been discussed by others also. This idea initiated a literature search that gave rise to this paper. Keywords such as: overall equipment effectiveness; misconceptions; misuse; challenges; implementation; have been used in a broad search in books, scientific journals and conferences, and on the internet.

1. Theoretical background

The theory section will be divided into three sub-sections as follows: OEE as a measurement and improvement method, Implications when implementing OEE, and Modification and development of OEE as a measurement.

1.1. OEE as a measurement and improvement method

OEE was introduced by Nakajima [8] as a performance measure within the total productive maintenance (TPM) concept. The objective of the measure was to help maximizing equipment effectiveness by reducing six big losses: equipment failure, setup and adjustments, idling and minor stoppages, reduced speed, process defects, and reduced yield [8]. The OEE measure is calculated by multiplying the availability, performance, and quality measures of a machine or equipment, see Figure 1. For
additional information on how to calculate OEE, see, for example, [7-11]. However, as discussed by Binti Aminuddin et al. [4] there are no accepted single definition on OEE. In both Dal et al. [9] and Jasiulewicz-Kaczmarek and Piechowski [12] it is pointed out that OEE can be used to monitor production, but it meets its real potential as a measure and method of improvement.

Figure 1. Overall equipment effectiveness explained by Nakajima [8].

Nakajima [8] means that companies employing TPM concepts can increase their effectiveness (measured by OEE) from 50% or lower up to 85% or higher. Shirose [13] however means that factories normally have OEE-values between 50-60%. Supporting this, Ljungberg [14], reports on a study of 23 machine systems in the Swedish industry having an average OEE of 55%. Ylipää et al. [15] report that study, performed with data from 2006 to 2012 on 98 companies in the Swedish industry, showed an average OEE of 51.5%. Hedman et al. [16] report that a study, performed with data from October 2013 to March 2014 on 23 companies and more than 800 machines, showed a median OEE of 70%, and an average OEE of 65%. Though, there were variations between different industries; for instance, the food and beverage industry reported an average OEE of 74%, whereas the automated discrete production industry had an average OEE of 59% [16].

Nakajima [8] presents the following ideal conditions for OEE: availability is greater than 90%, performance is greater than 95%, and quality is greater than 99%. This equals an OEE of (0.90 x 0.95 x 0.99) 85%, which is commonly referred to as the world class level [17]. Koch [18], however, similar to the abovementioned references, discuss OEE levels lower than these and explains that this is because of different ways of setting the OEE definitions, that is, what to count as losses. Ljungberg [14], for instance, states that the original definition of OEE [8] does not consider all the factors that reduce capacity utilization. Some of these include: planned downtime, lack of material, and lack of labor [14]. These, and some additional ones, are logged as losses by Koch [18]. De Ron and Rooda [19] also point out that it would be more appropriate to use the available time to calculate OEE and not, as suggested by Nakajima [8] the loading time. Jasiulewicz-Kaczmarek and Piechowski [12] point out that there are three major concerns to the differences in OEE definitions, namely: the approach to loss definition, the intended implementation area (scope of measurement; single machine, production line or company wide), and specific characteristics on an industry. da Costa and de Lima [20] discuss additional misuses of OEE related to mistakes in cycle time consideration, using OEE to discuss capacity, and considering OEE for bottleneck identification.
1.2. Implications when implementing OEE

Through a case study methodology, Sohal et al. [2] identify important aspects to consider when implementing OEE. These include: operator involvement, education and competence development, visibility and communication, simplicity in measurement processes, and top management engagement and commitment [2]. Further, Sohal et al. [2] also present challenges during the implementation phase: misunderstanding in the measurement process, lack of training in continuous improvement, challenge of changing the culture from one that focuses on production to one that focuses on waste elimination, and lack of goal setting [2]. Ferko and Žnidarič [3] present some reasons as to why OEE implementation efforts fail, these include: management business strategy that does not drive OEE implementation, pre-implementation activities that are poorly planned, untrustworthy data due to poor use of the system support, and lengthy implementation procedures that cause missed deadlines. Through an international survey study, Binti Aminuddin et al. [4] discuss challenges when implementing OEE, including: inadequate training and awareness, lack of resources, lack of support from management, resistance from personnel, lack of focus, lack of experienced personnel, and lack of standardized systems for OEE calculations. Both Badiger et al. [5] and Cheah et al. [6] have suggested frameworks to support the implementation of OEE.

If one expands the view of and consider theories on the implementation of performance measurement systems in general, McCunn [21] has pointed out that many efforts within the implementation of, for instance, balanced scorecards fail. Neely and Bourne [22] argue a two-folded reason for this: (1) measurement systems are often poorly designed and (2) they are difficult to implement. According to Neely and Bourne [22], implementation difficulties may be clustered into three headings: political, infrastructural, and focus based. Bourne et al. [23] discuss the time perspective when implementing performance measurement systems and note that it can take several years before they are fully functional. Further, Bourne et al. [23], through a literature review, discuss some difficulties when implementing performance measurement systems. These include: lack of leadership and resistance to change, poorly defined metrics, significant time and expenses, goals that are negotiated rather than based on stakeholder requirements, and unrealistic goals [23].

1.3. Modification and development of OEE as a measurement

OEE has been modified and developed as a performance measure over several years into several different measures focusing on different areas. For instance, Muchiri and Pintelon [7] explore concepts such as total equipment effectiveness performance (TEEP), production equipment effectiveness (PEE), overall factory effectiveness (OFE), and overall throughput effectiveness (OTE). Also, Oliveira et al. [24] and Lanza et al. [25] summarize KPIs that are based on OEE. Koch [18] and Ivancic [26] explain TEEP, which is very close in definition to OEE but also takes into consideration planned downtime. PEE is another modification of OEE which weights the various losses accounted for [27]. Oechsner et al. [28] explore the development of OFE in where the aim is to measure not only the effectiveness of individual equipment but the entire factory. Muthiah and Huang [29] present OTE which, similar to OFE, takes the entire factory into consideration when calculating effectiveness but it also strives to perform factory-level diagnostics, such as bottleneck detection. OTE is calculated not from the perspective of time but rather on the perspective of produced parts [29]. Another development of increasing the scope of
the OEE measure is taken by [30, 31] who present the concept of OEEMEL, overall equipment effectiveness of a manufacturing line.

Additional modifications and developments of OEE can be found. De Ron and Rooda [19] separate effectiveness (E) from OEE in that E can be used for standalone equipment, whereas OEE should be used for integrated equipment. Garza-Reyes [32] presents the concept of overall resource effectiveness (ORE) as a complement to OEE, focusing on not only availability, performance, and quality but also material efficiency, process cost, and material cost variations. In [33-35], Wudhikarn presents another development of the OEE as the overall equipment cost loss, which considers both losses and their related costs. Braglia et al. [36] explore the development of overall material usage effectiveness (OME) that draws on the straightforward way of calculating OEE to address measuring the effective use of materials within a factory. Lastly, Keyser and Sawhney [37] discuss overall labor effectiveness (OLE) which is an extension of OEE where greater detail is put on labor losses, such as attendance, unavailability due to meetings, training, or other organizational functions, correct skill levels of scheduled employees etc.

2. Misconceptions within the use of OEE

Due to various shortcomings of OEE as a performance measure, as well as a need to contextualize the use of OEE as a measure, it has, as explained above, undergone significant modifications and developments. Therefore, if a company is still using OEE according to the original definition, it is important to be aware of these shortcomings to avoid misconceptions and, by those misconceptions, make mistakes in an OEE program. Also, as mentioned in Section 1.2 some challenges that exists when implementing OEE deals with misunderstandings. Some of these possible misunderstandings and misconceptions will be exemplified and discussed below.

2.1. The productivity issue

Heard in industry – “We cannot keep working on reducing our cycle time anymore as it reduces our OEE-value”, these types or similar statements actually exist in industry. The statement does not only exemplify a problematic notion of measuring productivity by OEE alone but also a more rooted lack of awareness and understanding of OEE as a measurement and work method. More exemplification of these will follow in the rest of the paper.

OEE does not have a clear connection to productivity. If it did, it might as well be called overall equipment productivity and not overall equipment effectiveness. OEE does not, for instance, consider financial issues (see below) and as such does not reflect on efficiency or resources used to a high degree (see further [18, 38]). Though, if OEE is increased through the reduction of losses, productivity might also increase. However, this is connected with how the freed-up time is spent and whether there is increased production (that does not build stock [39]) or if a shift has been reduced. (For more information on unfruitful improvements, see [40].)

Being uncareful with input values to the OEE calculation, for instance through manipulation of cycle times [39] (i.e. increasing them), the OEE-value might increase while the actual productivity might decrease. Previous studies have presented performance rates on 100% [16] and even beyond 100% [14, 15] indicating that the
process is run in faster cycle times than the stipulated cycle time. Improving (or reducing) cycle time without adding production or reducing other wastes will instead decrease the OEE-value [41] while keeping productivity at status quo or even increasing productivity.

To address this issue, it is recommended to combine OEE with a clear productivity measure on input/output or manufacturing cost [41, 42].

2.2. The financial issue

Heard in industry – “OEE-levels must be improved at any cost”. Sometimes it seems as it is the OEE-value, the percentage figure itself, that is most important, not the improvements it can generate.

OEE does not consider finances and how different methods of improvement affect financial measures [43]. For instance, increasing batch sizes to reduce setup time as a possible improvement may have a positive effect on OEE but at the same time a negative effect on financial measures as work-in-progress will increase [18]. In addition, OEE does not consider the number of employees running a process [44]. Therefore, maximizing OEE is not always justifiable [45, 46]; there might be other, more financially sound, improvements to consider.

To address this issue it is, as explained above, recommended to combine OEE with other measures and work methods. In various forms, it is also recommended to use business case calculations, such as return on investment, to find out the most financially beneficial solutions.

2.3. The unweighting of the factors issue

Heard in industry – “All improvements are equally important”. Improvement work is of course a prerequisite for any industrial company to survive on a competitive global market and from an ideological viewpoint all improvements are probably equally important in order to increase engagement in the workforce. However, when there is a need to prioritize between different improvement suggestions to spend resources on, weighting of the different suggestions becomes important.

In OEE, there is no weighting among availability, performance, and quality: an increase of 1% in quality is generally worth much more than a 1% increase in availability or performance [27, 33-35, 43, 46, 47]. As OEE measure losses in the form of time and not cost this could imply a problem when prioritizing improvement areas. OEE is also not a statistically valid measure [45, 47]. As an example, consider us looking at daily OEE measurements of the same machine: if it amounts to 53% on both days, is that equally good or bad? If day one had an availability of 80%, performance of 70%, and quality of 95%, and the second day had an availability of 70%, performance of 95%, and quality of 80%, the OEE calculations are the same but the cost of lesser quality may be much higher on the second day [18].

Similar to the above issue, this issue to a great amount deals with financial calculations. If this is a major issue one might look into the modifications of OEE and actually start using a measure which takes weighting into consideration.

2.4. The generalizability issue

Heard in industry – “The best machine on the site delivers OEE-values at 88% - you need to increase OEE on this particular machine to the same level!” People that are
unknowledgeable in OEE are often rather quick to draw conclusion from generalizations and comparisons between different machines expecting all machines to have the same prerequisites and thusly the same possibility of a high OEE-value.

OEE, though, is generally not a good indicator for comparison between companies or even machines [16, 18, 45], because there are too many variables to consider. Comparing machines with different product-mix profiles (high-volume/low-mix operations vs. low-volume/high-mix operations) is like comparing apples with oranges [48]. Also, different companies use slightly different definitions of what is a loss within OEE and what is not. Some companies even have different definitions within the companies. However, the results from day to day, week to week, or month to month of the same piece of equipment can be compared unless, for instance, major changes in OEE loss definitions has been performed, if new production articles has been introduced or if production articles has been removed, or if other major changes has been implemented, such as changed ideal cycle time. Similarly, OEE is not a good measure for overall analysis; it is, however, suitable for machine-level analysis [45, 46, 48]. It should be noted that, often, OEE is not only measuring individual equipment effectiveness as it is affected by surrounding environment such as material handling, buffers, and ques [16, 17]. This of course varies depending on the definition of losses.

The fact that it, in many cases, is not wise to compare OEE results is to a large extent a knowledge and awareness issue. As brought-up by Binti Aminuddin et al. [4] as a challenge in implementing OEE, inadequate training and awareness of OEE is a problem. One exercise that could increase awareness on this issue is to run a workshop in where actual theoretical maximum OEE results are calculated for specific equipment. Further, Bengtsson [49] exemplifies how a training and awareness exercise of OEE could be executed through game-based learning.

2.5. The cross-functionality issue

Heard in industry – “Maintenance is responsible for OEE”. Or any other function for that matter. It is common to hear that some function have been given the responsibility of OEE. It could not be further from the reality of it.

OEE is not an indicator of maintenance effectiveness [45]. Even though OEE was developed from the TPM concept, it spans many other areas of a factory; therefore, it is unfair to say that it is a maintenance measure. A maintenance department or a particular maintenance action might have a significant impact on OEE results, but so does many other support functions and their activities also. Bamber et al. [10], for instance, discuss that it is necessary to address all six big losses in manufacturing by using cross-functional teams; only through this method of using combined skills and knowledge will a company be able to determine counter-actions for the logged losses. Badiger et al. [5] also stress the importance of using cross-functional teams when working with OEE. Andersson and Bellgran [50] stress the importance of active involvement of support functions, such as production engineering and maintenance, to increase the level of improvements as well as the speed of change. Also, Jasiulewicz-Kaczmarek and Piechowski [12] state that OEE is a useful guide for production managers to work with improvement and in increasing cooperation with internal functions such as production, maintenance, and logistics. Depending on the loss definition, more or less all functions in a production facility affects the OEE results in one way or another. Some are maybe more obvious than others, such as production, maintenance, and logistics. But also, for example, purchasing departments through, for instance, issues with bad material and human resource departments through,
for instance, issues of competence development or shift strategies are influencing the OEE. This is basically a maturity issue and can be solved with training and awareness exercises.

2.6. The issue of excessive reliance on OEE as a sole measurement

Heard in industry – “As we measure OEE we do not need to follow other performance measures”. In industry there can sometimes be an over-trust in OEE in that OEE will capture everything.

OEE is not a complete manufacturing performance measurement system and it is not just a matter of balancing OEE and some other productivity measures, depending on the context there might be additional important measures to follow. OEE does not measure, for instance, the strategy, flow orientation, and external effectiveness to a significant extent [17]. The effectiveness of a factory’s production depends on the effective use of not only its equipment but also its materials, labor, and methods [51] in [32]. Binti Amuniddin et al. [4], through their survey, also find that OEE is not the only measure used to identify improvement activities. Examples of other measures include cost, quality incidents, dependability, flexibility, and employee morale [4]. Dal et al. [9] also stress that OEE should not be the sole performance measure but should be balanced with more traditional measures. Also, OEE as a lean tool and measure should not be used in isolation and measures, such as: asset utilization, productivity, reliability, and total cost of ownership should also be used in decision-making [52]. This issue can be solved by using other measures that complement OEE, such as, measures following-up productivity and employee engagement.

2.7. The issue of over-trusting automatic follow-up systems

Heard in industry – “Garbage in – garbage out, we need an automatic follow-up system so that we can trust the data”. In industry there seems to be trust issues with manual follow-up systems and we have even seen examples of improvement paralysis due to the fact that managers do not trust the data.

Regarding the issue of manual or automated OEE measurement system, Jonsson and Lesshammar [17] state that: “The data collection should be at such detailed level that it fulfils its objectives without being unnecessarily demanding of resources” (p.63). Ferko and Žnidarič [3] and Dal et al. [9], however, stress that inaccurate data will lead to lack of credibility, and, therefore, it is important to invest time into the data collection process. Muchiri and Pintelon [7] mean that manual data collection, while being low in cost, has low data accuracy; contrarily, automatic data collection is high in cost, but its data accuracy is higher and the data-collection process is simplified. A good point is made in Hedman et al. [16], referring to Saenz de Ugartet al. [53], who, in their turn, refer to Jones et al. [54], where it is stated that: “...technology can assure the availability of data but not guarantee that the data is accurate.” (p.128). Further, Hedman et al. [16] report on a study where a large dataset of OEE measurements (23 companies and 884 machines over a six-month period) were analyzed. All measurements were performed with the same system for measurement of OEE. Even though the system was semi-automated, 19% of the scheduled production time was categorized as unclassified losses. Hedman et al. [16] conclude their study by stating: “It has been found that when the measurement is automated, it is even more important that companies do not distance themselves from managing the detailed characteristics of their manufacturing process.” (p. 132).
As with many other work methods it is good to start with a basic process and to master it well before increasing the efficiency of said process with tools of digitalization (see further [55]). A first step is of course for companies to clearly state the objective of an OEE program. If the objective of a particular point in time is not very wide, implementing an automatic follow-up system may be exaggerated. One should not implement an automated follow-up system unless there truly is a need for it. Solving the issue of trust with manual OEE data deals a lot with management issues in following-up measurements and in being engaged and committed. If a loss chart is not trusted one does not have to start with improvement initiatives on the losses that are not trusted, go to the second loss on the chart, or third or even fourth. One might not even have to work with a particular loss at all but might instead use ones attention in increasing stability or if the measurement process (input of losses) is not stable—focus to improve it. Not starting any improvement initiative at all due to trust issues of the data (if, for instance, an increase of utilization or stability is needed) is truly a waste.

2.8. The world class issue

Heard in industry – “As our goal is to be world class we need to have an OEE-level of 85% or above”. This situation has been witnessed quite often by the authors. As stated above, sometimes it seems as it is the OEE-value itself that is valued most important and not what it may lead to in terms of improvements.

As previously stated, Nakajima [8] presents the following ideal conditions for OEE: availability is greater than 90%, performance is greater than 95%, and quality is greater than 99%. This equals an OEE of 85%, which is commonly referred to as the world class level [17]. Empirical studies though, such as [14-16, 18], visualizes that OEE levels in industry in general is a lot lower. The variation of OEE scores often depend on varying processes, industries, equipment, and operational requirements [50]. Some equipment do not even have the possibility of operating with an OEE as high as 85% due to various restricting factors in, for instance, production design causing blocking or starvation and high-mix production causing losses in setup time etc. In reference to judging something as being world class only by a certain level, Koch [18] discusses stability as one form of world class and means that if an equipment can be run with a stable OEE day after day it is a first step in being world class, regardless of whatever level.

This issue can, as many others, be mitigated with training and awareness. Also, this issue can be solved by simulating the theoretical maximum OEE result for a specific equipment. Also, instead of management asking for a certain OEE result they should ask for stability first and then a steady increase of the OEE results (if needed).

3. Discussions

Using OEE as a performance measure in identifying and measuring losses to be reduced through improvement work is a common approach, and indeed, if handled correctly, an efficient way forward for industrial companies. However, implementing and running an OEE-program is not an easy task. There are several challenges. Some of these challenges are mentioned above. Also, OEE as a measure has undergone several modifications and developments in recent years. These two issues, challenges in implementation and in running an OEE-program and modifications to the measure itself has opened up for a multitude of possible misconceptions. These misconceptions can, if companies are not
aware of them, create mistrust towards an entire OEE-program and can be the reason why an implementation or an existing program fails. In this paper we have exemplified some of these misconceptions from an industrial point of view, discussed them theoretically and exemplified possible counter-actions to reduce their destructive force.

One issue that has not been brought-up in the paper thus far is brought-up by Ljungberg [14] who states that much of the OEE data are never compiled or analyzed at all. This is, perhaps, an issue more related to management than misconceptions. However, it is important to bring it up as it too will increase the risk of failing with an OEE-program.

This paper is not aiming at giving a complete list of misconceptions. The misconceptions brought-up in the paper should be seen as examples though. There could of course be many more. In some companies, many of these exemplified misconceptions might be recognized while in other companies, very few or none of the exemplified misconceptions will be recognized. This has probably to do with maturity and awareness. A company with a mature OEE-process with educated, aware, and dedicated employees should suffer less from misconceptions than companies with immaturity issues. On the other hand, a company with a mature OEE-process might be more open-minded and inclined to admit problems and possible misconceptions in their processes compared to companies with immaturity issues. Anyhow, being aware of misconceptions is something that companies are encouraged to work on in order for them to increase its use of OEE as a measure in their improvement program.

Future work would benefit from inclusion of empirical studies in form of, either or both, survey studies and in-depth interview studies covering some, or all, of the misconceptions discussed in this paper and possibly additional ones. A richer empirical material would in a better way, than what has been possible in this paper, explain how misconceptions within the use of OEE might come about and also how they may be avoided. A richer empirical material might also help to structure the misconceptions discussed in this paper in another way, which might increase the visualization in a more pedagogical way. A case study approach studying one or, even better, several companies would also make for an interesting empirical material on the topic. Lastly, the literature search could also be improved if turned into a structured literature review instead.
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